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Why Your Group Chose LTCR
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The LTCR Process
Years ago, 
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The Long-Term Care Dilemma:
The Problem has not 

changed.
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 Trouble Ahead!
THE DILEMMA: Nearly 7-in-10 people who reach age 65 will
need some form of assistance with daily living. But for most of

savings to pay for expensive care, or do I settle for what Medicaid
will cover? Note: The cost of nursing home care has increased
by more than 4% a year.

The cost of care is already
very expensive, and

increasing every year.

RISING
COSTS

Many people are under the false 
assumption that they are covered
by their health insurance or some

government program.

NO COVERAGE 

We are living longer. Most of
us are going to need care at

some point in our lives.

HIGH LIKELIHOOD
OF NEEDING LTC 
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High Likelihood
Nearly 70% of Americans who reach age 65 will use some form of
long-term care during their lives. (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services)

In 2011, costs associated with long-term care totaled $224 billion, or 
10% of total US health expenditures. (Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services)

Alzheimer’s and other forms of dementia are the #1 cause for claims 
in nursing homes. (www.alzheimers.net)

Rising Costs:

Median Annual Rate: USA

Nursing Home

Private Room

*based on 3% compound inflation
(2015 Genworth Cost of Care Study)

$91,250

$182,500

2015:

2040*:

$43,200

$86,400

$45,760

$91,520

Assisted Living 

Facility

Home Health 

Aid Svs.
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• Never intended to provide long-term care

• Provides maximum up to 100 DAYS of skilled nursing care

• Access is becoming 

• Must “

Are You Covered?
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save more later.

Market Change:
More Urgency...

3
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The times have changed, and so has LTC Insurance timing:

Previously post-retirement.

Now pre-retirement. 
 

Action taken today is critical to give 
yourself choices in the future. 
 
Is transferring the risk an option for you today? 
Unfortunately, LTC Insurance is not something you can simply purchase when you need

it. Like all insurance products, you must secure protection before the need arrives. Good

health can save you money with a preferred health rating. Poor health can prevent you

from obtaining coverage. Below is a list of some of the uninsurable conditions.

• Currently in a care facility or receiving home health care

• Pending surgery (you may be able to apply after recovery)

• Parkinson’s disease

• Multiple sclerosis

• Alzheimer’s disease (or dementia)

• Muscular dystrophy

• Active cancer

• On oxygen

• Use of quad cane

• Diabetes with neuropathy

• Recent stroke or multiple TIAs

Note: When you speak to your Long-Term Care Specialist, he or she can

review your health information to give you a better idea of your options.

“Similar to a term life insurance policy, the earlier
you lock in a long-term policy, the less it will
cost over the long haul,” says Wendy Boglioli, a
spokeswoman for Genworth Financial.
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LTC Notes...

Pension Protection Act of 2006

Before the passage of the Pension Protection Act (PPA) in 2006, the tax 

treatment of life/long-term care combination policies could be cumbersome. 

However, the PPA changed things.

One of the major benefits of the PPA is it allows Americans to use what is 

called a 1035 exchange to reposition money currently held in non-qualified 

and qualified plans into certain life- or annuity-based LTC plans. This can 

provide huge tax savings, as benefits for LTC through qualified plans are 

federal income-tax free.

Stop In 
And Pick Up 

Our New 

Non-Qualified
Annuities

Life Insurance 
Cash Value

Qualified Assets:
401K
403b
IRA

1035 Exchange

Current Assets

Reposition Assets

Qualified Products

Annuity & 
Tax-Free LTC 

Benefits

Life Insurance & 
Tax-Free LTC 

Benefits
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Hybrid Plans

PROS
• Liquidity and tax-free benefits. 
• Provides specific coverage for a specific need with lowest premium.
• Most comprehensive benefits and features with the highest leverage.
• Lower premiums allow for maximum utilization of your money. (Buy 
“pure” LTC Insurance and invest the difference.)
 
CONS
• Underwriting can be more challenging.
• Premiums may increase over time.

 
PROS
• Liquidity and tax-free benefits. 
• If you have life insurance needs AND long-term care needs, the policy
can help with both.
• Premiums are less susceptible to increase.
• Has a surrender/cash value if you decide to cancel the policy.

CONS
• Some policies require single premiums ($50,000 minimum).
• Buying one policy is convenient, but you may be able to find lower-cost
life insurance and long-term care coverage if they are bought separately.
• You could end up with no life insurance coverage if you exhaust your 
policy benefits to meet LTC expenses.

PROS
• The underwriting can be less restrictive.
• If you have life insurance needs AND long-term care needs, the policy 
can help with both.
• Offers guaranteed level-premium options so you can obtain a policy 
without large, up-front single-premium costs.

CONS
• The cost of long-term care coverage is more expensive than a traditional
LTC policy because you are buying life insurance coverage as well.
• Buying one policy is convenient but you may be able to find lower-cost
life insurance and long-term care coverage if they are bought separately.
• You could end up with inadequate long-term coverage if you exhaust
your policy benefits with LTC expenses.

......................................................................................................

......................................................................................................

Life
Insurance 
With an 

LTC Rider

Long-Term Care
The Solutions HAVE Changed!
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5

re

Insurance vs.
Self-Insuring
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Couples Couples If $ are
Years Premium

1 $444,960 $3,849 $4,212

10 $580,572 $46,498 $48,358

25 $904,512 $96,225 $167,242

If Dollars

Are InvestedPremiums

*

*

*
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6 5 Major LTC Planning
Mistakes

Mistake #1
Procrastination

We all get busy. However, don’t let your 
fast-paced life prevent you from taking the 
time to plan. 

Procrastination can have two negative effects:

Waiting can result in much higher premiums.
Premiums typically go up with each birthday. 
When you apply, you are locking in a
lower premium.

A change in health can occur at any time—
preventing you from obtaining coverage.

Mistake #2
Assuming you are
already covered

paying for a loved one’s care, assuming 
your major medical coverage or Medicare 
will pay for care can be natural. However, 

portion of long-term care expenses.  

Mistake #3
Assuming LTC Insurance
is too expensive

An insurance policy to cover the rising 
costs of long-term care can be surpris-

recommend obtaining coverage if 
premiums can be designed below 
7% of your monthly income.

But we can
   plan for it!

Mistake #4
Assuming self-insuring
makes more sense

Many individuals we have worked with  
could have easily afforded to pay for their 
own care if necessary. However, many 
decide to transfer the risk after closely  
looking at several factors, including:

• Future costs of care dramatically increasing

• Tax advantages

• Liquidity

Mistake #5
Assuming you will never
need care

Unfortunately, we can’t completely control 
our health. Many people receiving care today 
did not plan on needing care...

• Will you get older?

• Will health improve or decline?

• Will a decline in health require some type  
of extended care?

We can’t predict whether or 
not this will happen...
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Look at similar
Annuity/LTC Combos,
or other hybrid options

SINGLE-
PREMIUM
PAYMENT

DESIRE FOR 
YOUR MONEY 

BACK

LIFE 
INSURANCE 

NEEDS

KEY FACTORS that 
will help us 

determine which 
of these solutions 
makes the most 
sense for you.

EXISTING LIFE 
INSURANCE 

OR ANNUITIES

DECLINED
FOR LTC & LIFE?

FAMILY
HISTORY OF 

ALZHEIMER’S? 
Focus on 
maximum 
coverage

EXPLORE 
PRODUCT 

SOLUTIONS

GOOD HEALTH:
ALL OPTIONS 

AVAILABLE

Next Steps:
The Planning Process

The Long-Term Care Insurance purchase decision-making path starts 
with your current health and family history. However there are other 

the best value.
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      earned assets

With Insurance

Long-Term Care... Are You Prepared?

Without Insurance

Yes! No?
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It’s easy to procrastinate...
hit the pause button, and plan for
peace of mind.

LTCR takes a no pressure educational 

approach to long-term care planning 

providing only the facts.

The next step is to explore your options 

with an LTC Specialist where you will 

discuss products, features, and pricing 

to determine if a policy is right for you. 

Call Today 888-822-6841.

Median Annual Rate: USA

Nursing Home

Private Room

*based on 3% compound inflation
(2015 Genworth Cost of Care Study)

$91,250

$182,500

2015:

2040*:

$43,200

$86,400

$45,760

$91,520

Assisted Living 

Facility

Home Health 

Aid Svs.
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